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Prof Dr Melanie Sully, Diplomatic Academy, Jan 31, 2014 

Conference on 25 years after the Fall of the Berlin Wall 

“Checkpoint Democracy” 

I The fall of the Berlin Wall inaugurated a host of opportunities for Eastern 

Europe and countries that had for decades laboured under the yoke of the Soviet 

system but it also threw up fundamental challenges not just for them but also for 

the so-called “West”. 

When Kennedy made his famous Berliner speech, he could point to the Wall in 

explaining the difference between the “Free World” and Communism. When the 

Wall fell that was no longer enough. 

The world could no longer be divided into free and unfree, a bipolar semantic 

simplicity, which had anyway belied reality.  

II Crossing through Checkpoint Charlie not long after the Wall was built was an 

eerie experience. Half a city cut off completely from its hinterland by a wall 

through the middle and around the outside. An underground line that ran from 

west to East and back to the west, slowing down but not stopping at those sealed 

off dark deserted stations in the GDR. This it was said there, was not a wall to 

stop people getting out, but an anti-fascist wall of protection. When the wall was 

built a mood of resignation sank into the hearts and minds of many in East 

Berlin. Membership in the Socialist Unity party went up and most tried to get on 

with their lives as best they could.  

III Despite this the system that had “inspired” the Wall was not impenetrable. 

Radio stations such as VOA, RFE DW and the BBC broadcast beyond the iron 

curtain and were surreptitiously listened to by many night after night. Many  
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Soviet citizens learnt about the Chernobyl from these stations which were 

jammed by the communists right up until the eve of the fall of the wall.  

IV The DA too played its role in the immediate years following the collapse of 

communism with courses offered for the nascent diplomatic corps of the new 

countries. I often found to my surprise many students who could speak perfect 

BBC English eg from Albania who had never been outside the country but who 

had listened and learnt on radio. Ties with Hungary it must be said existed even 

during the Cold War with academic exchanges which strengthened at this time.  

V That the wall would come down and the Soviet system collapse seemed an 

unlikely scenario as the years went by. But there were some political scientists 

who saw the increasing geriatric nature of the communist world. Karl Deutsch, 

professor at Harvard, who had been born in Prague during the Austro-Hungarian 

empire wrote extensively on totalitarian systems. In 1969 he surmised that the 

Soviet Union had reserves to stave off disintegration for maybe 20 to 50 years. 

Further that one might well expect in the 1980s a slowing in the expansive 

nature of the regime or in some of the constituent regions leading to a decline in 

the classic patterns of totalitarian behaviour. For Deutsch writing back then, it 

seemed there would be prolonged tension until at least the 1980s followed by a 

slackening of pressure.  

VI And indeed even before the Wall came down, the complexities of the 

contemporary World were coming to be appreciated by another US President 

Ronald Reagan. Walking across Red Square with Michail Gorbachev in 1988, 

he was asked if he still considered Moscow to be the seat of the evil empire. He 

replied to the surprise of many, no the Soviet Union today is not the evil empire, 

was a term of an earlier era.  
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VII One prominent eye witness experiencing the Zeitgeist in the mid 80s in the 

German Democratic Republic was no less than Vladimir Putin poring over his 

KGB acts in Dresden. We can only speculate what these years from 1985-90 

might have taught the future Kremlin occupant. As the GDR propaganda spewed 

out statistics of socialist excellence and strength, maybe just a pang of doubt 

nagged about the reliability of such information. The Soviets promoted an image 

of strength to inspire fear in the West, often with success since it was argued this 

was also useful for capitalist propaganda purposes. Thus the rival cold war 

machines engaged and propped up each other. With the fall of the Wall it has 

been said, Putin realised the Soviet Union was finished. Worse still, nothing 

clear was put forward in its place destroying the lives of many who had fed off 

the system. They were the ones too who had to pick up the pieces left over. How 

to reform a decaying system without losing control remains a central theme in 

politics. The alternative, to deny reform, runs the risk of a blockage within the 

system which can only erupt in unrest elsewhere.  

That is a lesson which not only is vital for the countries with emergent 

democracies in the wake of the fall of the wall but for the West.  

VII Checkpoint Charlie was replaced by Checkpoint Democracy, more than a 

tick the box exercise, more than the fulfilment of basic democratic requirements 

of free elections and a multi-party system, but the evolution of good governance 

updating critically political cultures long existing, in a process of self-reflection 

as eg in parliaments in the UK and NL enhancing legislative scrutiny and 

professional standards. 

In this the OSCE has helped as well as others in drawing up best practices so 

that countries can move faster in implementing these goals. Yet there have been  
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many obstacles including the legacy of the old mentality. Even in now EU 

countries such as Bulgaria it is said there is a tendency to be more passive policy 

takers than policy drivers. Changes in political institutions were too little in the 

EU civilizational choice but an understanding of how to live democracy 

necessary.  

VIII For as Kennedy said in his famous speech before Willi Brandt and Konrad 

Adenauer, freedom has many difficulties and democracy is not perfect (adding 

we in the west have never had to put a wall up to keep our peoples in). The fall 

of the wall led to the necessity of redefining western values and enriching them 

with not just government but ideas of governance. 

Now we have to do more, for that moment the wall came down it left pieces for 

both east and west, some of which are still on the ground.  

Melanie.sully@go-governance.com 
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